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BVR   Sports   Update   (10.25)     
by   Keola   Appleton   and   Charlie   Schaffer     

  
         Hey   BVR   sports   fans,   another   week   has   passed   and   

we   have   had   some   exciting   games.   Let's   jump   right   in.   

Recently,   MS   cross   country   got   second   in   a   1.8   mile   race   

at   Powisset   farms   with   CK   and   Ms.   Smith   watching.   MS   

flag   football   beat   Park   at   the   lower   fields   28-12   in   a   very   

easy   win.   Next   on   Tuesday   MS   girls   soccer   is   going   

against   Shady   Hill   in   what   could   be   their   first   win,   also   on   

Tuesday   MS   boys   soccer   has   a   matchup   against   Park   at   

Soule   field,   and   finally   to   wrap   up   the   Tuesday   games   MS   

flag   football   is   going   to   shady   hill   to   try   to   improve   their   

record   to   4-2.   (update:   all   the   games   onTuesday   were   

canceled   sadly   :(   )   Then   on   Wednesday   MS   boys   soccer   

has   another   game   against   Rivers   at   home,   some   more   

games   with   MS   volleyball   facing   Rivers   away   and   MS   

cross   country   has   an   away   game   at    the   Meadowbrook   

School.   (update:   all   the   games   on   wednesday   were   

canceled   sadly   :(   )   To   wrap   things   up   MS   volleyball   has   a   

game   @Shady   Hill   on   Thursday.   Thanks   for   reading   this   

week's   BVR   sports   update   and   go   Beavers!   

How   to   of   the   week:   how   to   throw   a   baseball   

         Hey   guys   I’m   back   for   another   How   To   this   week   

were   learning   how   to   throw   a   baseball   

  

Step   #1:   get   a   baseball   

Step   #2:   hold   it   with   your   middle   and   ring   finger   like   this   

  

(your   fingers   don’t   need   to   be   on   the   laces)   

  

Step   #3:   put   your   arm   behind   your   back   like   this   

  

Step   #4:   propel   your   arm   forward   like   this   

  

Step   #5:   let   go   right   about   here   

  

Step   #6:   You   did   it!   
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Crystals     by   Addie   Marsh   &   Brittany   Franklin   
  

Hi   fellow   humans.   I’m   not   sure   if   you   can   see   but   

we   have   another   friend   here   to   talk   about   crystals,   the   

one,   the   only,   BRITTANY   FRANKLIN!!!   WOOOOO!!!   I   

just   wanted   to   introduce   our   new   author   and   tell   you   to   

keep   reading!   

             Addie   here!   This   week   I’m   going   to   talk   about   

Lapis   Lazuli   (Lapis   for   short).   Lapis   is   a   royal   blue   color,   

but   sometimes   has   golden   streaks.   Lapis   was   crushed   and   

turned   into   ultramarine   in   Europe   during   the   Middle   

Ages.   It   was   a   very   expensive   pigment,   

and   it   was   used   by   many   famous   

artists.   A   very   common   place   to   find   

Lapis   is   in   the   mines   of   northeast   

Afghanistan.   Lapis   is   also   known   for   

helping   you   with   your   health   and   

physical   abilities.   It   is   one   of   the   

oldest   stones   talked   about   by   healers   in   stories.   That   is   all   

for   my   crystal   this   week,   but   I   will   make   sure   to   see   you   

for   next   week!   

             Hi!   It's   Brittany   and   the   crystal   I'm   choosing   today   

is   pink   Kunzite.   The   pink   

Kunzite   is   supposed   to   help   you   

with   healing   and   bring   joy   to   

you.   It   activates   the   heart   

chakra.   Heart   

chakra   is   

supposed   to   bring   out   compassion,   

empathy,   love,   and   forgiveness.   It   

brings   healing   and   helps   you   with   

stress.   Pink   Kunzite   is   obviously   pink,   

It   is   a   light   clear   pink   color   and   it   is   so   pretty!   

Hi!   It’s   me   Addie   again!   I   realized   that   I   haven’t   

talked   about   why   I   like   crystals.   Well   first   of   all   they   are   

super   cool.   They   have   all   kinds   of   properties   and   facts   

that   we   can   learn   about.   I   also   have   some   at   home,   I   

collect   things.   I   have   many   things   that   I   collect,   but   I   also   

have   crystals.   My   last   reason   is   because   of   my   friends.   Me   

and   my   friends   all   love   crystals   and   talk   about   them   a   lot.   

I   just   thought   you’d   like   to   know   about   why   I   talk   about   

crystals!   

No!   No   Music!   No   Music   Ever   Again!   
Failure,   A   Love   Story     
by   Katie   Born   &   Natalie   Lippman   

  

          Katie,   Jaz,   and   Reid   were   the   3   main   narrators   in   

Failure,   A   Love   Story .   They   introduced   the   show   by   

talking   about   the   beginning   of   the   story.     

Cassie   played   Gerty   Fail.   Something   you   need   to   

know   about   Gerty   Fail   is   that   she   is   the   oldest   of   the   Fail   

girls   and   she   is   the   last   of   the   Fail   girls   to   die.   Gerty   is   a   

strong   woman   who   keeps   her   own   opinion   and   is   great   at   

being   a   strong   woman   

Leili   was   Nelly,   a   very   important   character.   Nelly   

is   the   first   of   the   Fail   girls   to   die.   Nelly   is   very   sweet,   

probably   the   nicest   of   the   fail   sisters.     

Theo   is   John.   N   Fail.    John.   N   cares   about   his   

birds   (December   and   Mae)   more   than   his   own   sisters.   He   

also   is   respectful   of   Mortimer   Mortimer   marrying   Nelly   

(or   not…)     

Aubrey   is   Mortimer   Mortimer,   a   sweet   caring   

man.   He   adds   a   funny   accent   to   the   show.   Mortimer   is   

the   man   who   falls   in   love   with   every   fail   sister   but   

marries   none.     

Katie's   interview     

Katie:   I   am   1   of   the   3   main   narrators.   Before   the   

show:   I   am   feeling   excited   and   nervous.   I'm   very   happy   

that   we   finally   got   to   finally   perform.   After   the   show:   I   

feel   happy   that   it   happened   but   sad   it's   over   but   very   

excited   for   the   musical.     

Charlie's   interview   

Charlie   plays   the   dog:   How   do   you   feel   before   the   

show?   I   feel   like   I   am   confident   about   my   lines   and   I   am   

excited   to   die!   How   do   you   feel   after   the   show?   I   feel   

really   good   and   happy   and   I   thought   I   did   a   good   job   and   

I   was   proud   of   myself   that   I   could   perform   in   front   of   a   

lot   of   people.     

                                          Jaz’s   interview   

Jaz   plays   1   of   the   3   main   narrators.   How   are   you   

feeling   about   the   play   before   the   show:   I   am   very   excited   

for   the   play   but   I   am   also   worried   that   I   will   forget   my   

lines.   Explain   your   character   in   3   words:   important,     
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  explaining,   old.   How   do   you   feel   about   playing   a   

narrator?   I   actually   really   enjoy   it.   I   got   a   good   amount   of   

lines   and   it's   fun   to   play.   In   a   way   I   kind   of   hold   the   

story   together   along   with   Katie   and   Reid.   But   I   do   wish   

there   was   more   of   an   acting   element.   What   are   you   most   

excited   about?The   experience   and   being   able   to   perform   

in   front   of   all   my   friends   and   family.   Now   that   the   play   is   

over   how   was   it?   It   was   very   fun   to   make   and   to   work   

together   with   all   these   amazing   people.   What   are   your   

reflections   on   the   play?   I   think   it   was   great   and   if   you   did   

not   come   then   i'm   sorry   but   you   MISSED   OUTTTT.   

Reid’s   Interview   

          Reid   is   one   of   the   three   main   narrators:   How   do   you   

feel   before   the   show?   I   feel   not   that   nervous,   I   was   more   

excited.   I   have   been   acting   for   a   long   time   so   I   don't   get   

nervous   anymore.   I   also   had   a   concussion   so   I   was   

nervous   I   would   feel   bad.   How   do   you   feel   now   that   the  

show   is   over?   I   feel   a   little   sad   but   I'm   really   happy   I   got   to   

have   that   experience   and   I'm   really   excited   for   the   

musical.   Did   you   make   any   mistakes   during   the   show?   I   

did   not   on   night   one   and   I   did   not   on   night   two   also   

because   I   practiced   a   lot.   How   do   you   feel   about   striking   

the   set?   I   feel   happy   and   a   little   sad   because   it   just   

reminds   me   of   all   the   good   times   we   have   had.   Anything   

you   would   like   to   say   to   future   actors?   Practice   a   lot!   And   

you're   only   nervous   because   you're   excited.     

Cassie's   interview   

          Cassie   plays   Gerty   in   the   play:   How   do   you   feel   

before   the   show?   I   feel   slightly   nervous   but   mostly   

excited.   How   do   you   feel   after   the   show?   I   feel   really   sad   

honestly.   I   am   so   excited   for   the   winter   musical   and   it   was   

really   great   and   people   were   so   nice   to   me   :).   

William’s   interview   

          William’s   interview   in   tech:   Now   that   play   is   over   

how   was   it?   It   definitely   feels   good   to   have   the   play   

behind   me   but   exactly   should   have   been   disappointing   

because   it   was   really   fun   to   like   you   know   I   do   all   the   set   

stuff   and   to   like   build   everything   I   enjoyed.   I   mean   I   

definitely   enjoyed   it   and   it   was   definitely   also   like   a   really   

good   afternoon   activity   to   start   off   with.   I   really   want   to   

do   it   again   and   really   fun   to   experience   all   that   like   

something   you   might   not   be   able   to   do   at   other   schools   so    

it's   definitely   something   you   should   look   into.   What   was   

your   favorite   part?   My   favorite   part   was   actually   probably   

building   everything   because   it's   fun   to   see   how   

everything   fits   together   without   actually   doing   the   show   

so   building   the   sets   gives   you   an   understanding   of   the   

whole   show.   I   mean   like   the   show   itself   is   really   fun   but   I   

just   think   the   building   process   and   setting   it   up   on   the   

stage   and   seeing   it   all   come   together   is   probably   the   best   

part.     

    We    hope   you   made   it   to   the   Fall   play.   It   was   a   

great   play.   There   were   some   mistakes   but   it   was   still   fun.    

  

Hi,   Sisters!     by   charliloverr0192   
  

James   Charles   

        James   Charles   is   a   22   year   old   famous   beauty   

YouTuber   and   makeup   artist.   He   mostly   does   YouTube   

and   has   24.5   million   subscribers!   He   does   makeup   and   is   

actually   very   good   at   it.   His   videos   consist   of   fashion,   

makeup,   vlogs,   and   more!   

  

Friends   and   Family     

         Not   much   is   

known   about   James’   

family,   as   he   keeps   it   

very   secret   for   personal   

reasons,   but   he   has   

many   friends   including   

Charli,   dixie,   noah,   larray,   and   lil   huddy   (   chase   )   but   

he   also   had   many   others.   

  

YouTube   

  James   Charles   started   on   YouTube   

all   the   way   back   in   2015   and   went   

viral   in   2016!   He   currently   has   24.5   

million   subscribers   and   is   still   

growing!   He   states   that   he   hated   his   

old   videos   because   of   the   way   he   

looked,   acted,   and   dressed!   I   think   

they   look   fine   though.   He   continues   to   post   youtube   

videos   and   recently   uploaded   a   video   of   him   wearing   the     
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world's   tallest   heels!   It   was   hilarious.   

  

Appearance   

          James   Charles   is   a   very   handsome   person.   He   has   

curly   brown   hair   (naturally)   and   brown   eyes.   He   wears   

makeup   daily   but   not   to   make   him   look   handsome,   no   no   

no   he   uses   it   as   a   fun   and   crazy   way   to   express   himself,   

and   it   looks   amazing!   He   is   around   5   ft   9   tall!   He   wears   

comfy   clothes   like   his   Sisters   Apparel,   hoodies,   and   

sweatpants,   but   he   is   not   afraid   to   throw   on   a   pair   of   heels   

and   go   full   glam!     

  

Merch   

James   Charles   has   his   

own   merch   shop   called   

Sisters   Apparel   and   is   

coming   out   with   a   new   

drop   soon   called   Cafe.   

This   shop   has   

sweatpants,   shirts,   hoodies,   jackets,   and   more!   He   also   has   

his   own   eyeshadow   palette   that   you   can   get   at   your   local   

makeup   store.   

For   James’   accounts   use   the   info   below:   

        YouTube   -   @jamescharles   

        Twitter   -   @jamescharles   

        Instagram   -   @jamescharles   

        Merch   -    https://sisters-apparel.com/password   

  
Halloween   Fashion   
by   Witch   BB   &   Vampy!!!!!    
           HEY   GUYS!   Lay   Lay   and   Bee   are   not   here   today,   

they   are   so   boring.   Am   I   right?   So   we   are   taking   over   for   

them!!   I   am   VAMPY   and   with   me   is   WITCH   BB!!   We   are   

awesome.     We   know   every�ing   about   Ha�ow�n.     
          First   of   all,   if   you   want   to   get   good   candy…   you   have   

to   say   that   YOU   PUT   TOGETHER   THE   OUTFIT,   and   be   

creative!   That's   how   it   works.   When   I   bought   a   witch   

costume   on   Amazon   years   ago   and   went   trick   or   treating   

with   my   friends   they   put   together   their   outfits   but   I   didn't   

and   they   got   more   candy   from   people   and   I   got   less.   And   

you   will   never   be   too   old   for   Halloween   because   you   get     

free   candy   and   get   scary   people   and   not   get   in   so   much   

trouble   .   And   if   you   say   that   you're   TOO   OLD   FOR   

HALLOWEEN,   THAT'S   NOT   TRUE.   

  

Ha�ow�n   Makeup!!!   
            If   you   want   to   be   creative,   then   makeup   is   one   of   

the   best   ways   to   go!   Because   you   can   go   all   out,   but   

nothing   too   scary,   this   is   school,   but   still   be   creative.   Pro   

Tip:   put   setting   spray   on   so   the   makeup   does   not   

smudge.   You   can   use   fake   blood,   contacts,   and   latex   on   

your   face   would   look   so   cool   too!!   And   since   we   have   

masks   we   should   make   our   eyes   pop   with   killer   and   

bright   eyeliner,   eyeshadow   and   mascara   and   thick   

eyeliner!   You   can   do   anything   with   eyeliner!   You   can   

draw   things   on   your   face   and   so   much   more!   Also   face   

paint   will   look   great   once   you   have   a   creepy   and   cool   

idea!     

    

  
    

  
  
  
  
  
  

Ha�ow�n   Hairstyles!!!!   
          There   is   nothing   much   we   can   say   here   but   hair   

pieces,   wigs,   and   hair   dye   spray   from   Party   City   because   

they   are   fun.   You   can   have   a   cute   braided   hairstyle   with   a   

cute   colored   hair   clip   on   to   look   like   a   fairy   or   anything.   

Also   you   can   have   hats   and   headbands   too.   For   hats   you   

can   be   a   witch   and   have   a   cute   decoration   on   it   to   look   

like   a   wise   old   witch.   The   headband   that   you   can   be   a   

devil   or   an   angel.   You   can   also   have   a   hairstyle   from   your   

fav   movie,   tv   show,   and   book!   

  

Paranormal!!!!!     
          Ok   so   if   you   are   having   a   sleepover   for   Halloween   

something   fun   to   do   while   you   stay   up   with   your   friends   

is   some   ghost   chants!!!   One   is   “oogie   woogie   don’t   say   

boo   oogie   woogie   i   see   you!”   you   have   to   look   in   the   

mirror   right   at   your   face   in   the   complete   dark!   It   works     

https://sisters-apparel.com/password
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better   at   night.   One   thing   to   keep   in   mind…   you   need   to   

BELIEVE!!   You   can   also   do    Bl�dy   Mary!!    You   need   to   

be   in   the   bathroom   with   a   dimly   lit   candle   with   the   lights   

off.   You   need   to   chant    Bl�dy   Mary    13   times!     

          Bye   guys   Thank   you   for   reading   and   we   wish   a   
Happy   Ha�ow�n!!!!!!     
          Also   if   anyone   is   interested…    SATURDAY   WAS   
MY   B-DAY!!   It   was   awesome!   So   yeh!   THX   SO   MUCH   
FOR   READING   I   HOPE   UR   HALLOWEEN   WAS   
AMAZING   I   WILL   SEE   U   NEXT   WEEK   Y'ALL   
BYEEEE   THX!   AND   MAKE   SURE   ON   HALLOWEEN   
NIGHT   U   TRY   THOSE   CREPPY   GHOST   CHANTS!   I   
WILL!!   THX   BYE!!!!!!!!   

  
BOOK   NAME   REVEAL:   
Thunder   Escaping   -   Three   Healers     
by   Quinn   Burke   

  

“You   are   angering   the   Earth   Spirits!   Stop   this   

now, ”   hissed   Mist   as   a   broad-shouldered   wolf   landed   on   

Thunder’s   back.   The   pack   surrounded   them,   snarling,   

teeth   bared.   “They   want   us    all    to   escape   the   valley!”    

“Yeah,   and   if   you   and   the   fire   spirits   are   such   good  

buddies   then   why   can’t   they   stop   it?”   Moon   narrowed   her   

eyes,   her   tail   swishing   in   irritation.     

“Because   they   can’t,   you   bird-brained   pup,”   

Falcon,   the   male   alpha,   snapped   back.   “Even   they   can’t   

stop   the   fire   snake!”     

“What’s   that?”   Thunder   said,   his   curiosity   

overriding   his   anger.     

“A   creature,”   began   Jet   with   a   burning   intensity,   

only   equal   to   the   fire   itself,   “With   eyes   burning   as   bright   

as   the   most   brilliant   sun,   wings,   large   as   the   sky   itself,   

fangs   as   sharp   as   a   jagged   rock,   and   breath   like   the   

burning   inferno   within.   Not   even   all   the   spirits   in   the   

world   could   stop   it,   it   will   devouer   the   valley   and   any   

wolves   to   stupid   to   flee”     

All   the   wolves   were   silent,   there   was   even   a   

whimper   or   two.   “Then   why   must   you   stop   us?”   Mist   

asked,   her   voice   surprisingly   steady.     

  

“Because   our   healer   can   only   speak   to   the   Fire   

Spirits,”   explained   Jet   “You   can   speak   to   the   Earth   spirits   

and   you’re   trainee   can   speak   to   the   Water   Spirits,   we   

think   those   might   be   useful,   so   we   will   be   your   escorts   

out   of   the   valley,   we-”   

“What   about   Thunder?”   interrupted   Moon,   

gesturing   with   her   tail.     

“He   can   come   if   he   must,”   replied   Jet.    She   must   

know   that   they   might   not   cooperate   if   they   hurt   me,   so   

they   must   tolerate   me,   no   matter   how   much   they   hate   it,   

thought   Thunder,   feeling   kind   of   smug   about   it.   “Now,   if   

we’re   done   with   the   chit-chat   may   we   go   now?”   

“Of   course   your   high   alphaness,   did   we   upset   you   

with   all   our   disrespectful   ‘chit-chat’?”   gasped   Moon   in   

mock   respect   with   an   exaggerated   dip   of   her   head,   this   

earned   her   a   snarl   from   Falcon.     

“By   all   means,   hold   us   captive   and   use   our   

powers   for   your   own   greedy   plans,   you   should   just   hope   

the   Spirits   don’t   send   their   wrath   upon   you,”   Mist   

whispered   to   Jet,   “It   would   mean   the   death   of   us   all.”   

  

Jeff   Probst   Fan   Page   4    by   JeffLover444   
  

          Hey   Jeff   fans!   Welcome   back   to   another   article,   this  

one   is   going   to   be   short,   because   as   I   was   writing   my   

laptop   died   and   nothing   saved.   Yeah   there   was   a   little   bit   

of   screaming.   Let's   start!   

  

Season   41   update:    I   will   be   stopping   this   part,   

because   I   got   a   little   bit   of   backlash   over   spoiling!   

  

Season   ideas:    Ok,   so   I   was   in   the   shower   this   morning   

(tmi   sorry)   and   I   had   an   idea   about   the   Survivor   season,   

so   I   made   a   list!   

1. Worst   First,   people   who   went   out   first   

2. Game   changers   vs   game   breakers   

  

Angry   Jeff:     we   all   get   angry,   even   Jeff,   search   up   “jeff   

Probst,   king   of   sass”   on   youtube   for   Jeff's   craziest   

moments!   I   mean,   there   are   even   more   than   1   parts   to   it!   

:D   
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If   you   like   survivor:    If   you   are   like   me,   a   huge   fan   of   

Survivor,   you   would   love   the   Amazing   Race!   I’ve   seen   

almost   every   season!   It's   when   teams   of   two   race   around   

the   world,   doing   different   things,   to   win   a   million   dollars!   

I   love   the   host,   Phil!   

  

Game     by   Lawrence   Rosembert   
  HP:    Hitpoints   or   Health   Points   is   the   amount   of   

health   one   has   and   denotes   the   amount   of   
damage   that   can   be   max   taken   by   the   player.   

  
Chapter   5   

HP   
  

My   legs   felt   weird.   Like   if   you   were   able   to   jump   out   of   
quicksand   with   one   jump.   

  
I   went   “higher”   than   usual.   I   couldn’t   really   tell   
because   my   eyes   watered,   screaming   for   my   life.   

  

“AH HHH HHH HH HH! !!”     I   screamed.   

  
I   landed.   Did   I   make   it?   

  
I   opened   my   eyes.   

  
“I…   I   made   it!!”   I   exclaimed.   

  
“Yes!”   Sam   said.   “It   worked   better   than   expected!”   

  
“Better   than   expected?”   I   said,   confused.   “You   mean   

like,   it   could   have   gone   wrong..?”   
  

“Ummmm….”   Sam   whispered.    “ yea. ”   

  
“WHAT   DID   YOU   JUST   SAY!”   
I   yelled.    “I   COULD   HAVE   DIED!”   

I   continued.   

“Yeah,”   he   said.   “But   you   didn’t!   That's   good.”   he   said   
calmly.   

  
I   was   about   to   yell   again,   but   he   was   right.   We   did   it.   

Maybe   this   journey   might   not   be   so   bad.   
  

The   hospital   stood   before   me.   STILL   pretty   
convenient,   kid   you   not.   I   realized   that   my   leg   is   still   

swollen.   I   didn’t   even   notice   it   during   the   jumps.   Did   I   
just   not   feel   the   pain?   

  
Anyways,   me   and   my   brother   trek   inside.   Well,   just   

me,   because   I'm   the   only   one   in   the   game.     
  

The   hallways   are   empty.   Hospital   beds   and   monitors   
all   over   the   floor.   There's   even   grass   and   moss   on   the   

walls.   Everythings   a   mess.   
  

Is   this   hospital   abandoned?   I   couldn’t   see   it   well   from   
afar,   but   now   that   I   look   at   it,   it   kind   of   looks   like   a..   

  
No,   couldn’t   be.   My   brother   goes   quiet.   He   seems   
invested   in   what   is   going   to   happen   next.   Like   a   

movie.   
  

On   the   le�,   near   the   entrance,   I   saw   a   fire   axe   behind   
some   broken   glass.   

  
“You   should   take   that,”   my   brother   said.   “For   
protection.   Any   platformer   has   its   enemies.”   

  
I   took   the   red   axe,   being   careful   not   to   puncture   my   

hand   on   the   broken   glass.   
  

I   started   to   move   down   the   dark   hallway.   Less   and   less   
lights   flickered   as   I   moved   further.   

  
Then,   I   saw   a   daunting   green   glow   glistening   in   the   

distance.   
  

I   trekked.   
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As   I   got   closer,   I   heard   this   smooth   humming   sound,   
like   meditators   would   do.   

  
Hummmmmm….   
Hummmmmm….   

  
I   hesitated.   What   was   I   getting   into?   I   firmly   grasp   my   

red   axe,   ready   for   an   attack.   
  

Then   there   it   was.   
  

A…   A…   medkit???   
  

It   was   floating   and   twirling   in   one   spot.   
  

I   went   to   go   pick   it   up,   but   it   instantly   disappeared   
when   it   touched   my   hands.   I   felt   this   energy   surge   go   

through   my   body.   It   was   exhilarating!   
  

“You   just   healed   up,”   my   brother   said.   
  

“W-what?”   I   responded.   
  

I   check   my   leg.   
  

“It's   not   swelling   anymore!”   I   cheered.   
  

But   it   wasn’t   over.   I   heard   this   low   growl.   Once   again,   I   
got   the   axe   ready.   

  
“Be   careful,”   my   brother   said.   

  
“I’ll   try,”   I   said   back.   

  
I   saw   its   shadow.   It   kind   of   looked   like   a   person,   just   a   

little   slumped.   
  

And   slow   too.   
  

“Show   yourself!”   I   shouted.   
  

And   sure   enough,   it   came   into   vision.   

It   was   a..   
  

“Zombie!”   We   both   shouted.   
  

Stay   tuned   for   the   next   chapter!   
     

World   Conflict     
by   William   Mortimer   &   Joza   Wang   

England   Vs   Switzerland     

Wel����   to   Wor��   co�fl��t   w�e��   yo�   wa��h   yo��   fa����te   
co���r�e�   ba��l�   it   o�t   in   a   de����   ab���   w�i�h   p�a��   is   be���r   to   

li��   in!    Thi�   we��’s   ba��l�   wi��   be   in����s�i�g!   
  

England   (Joza)   
Okay,   England   is   a   better   country   to   live   in   

because   of   three   reasons.   First,   England   is   one   of   the   

richest   countries   in   the   world   making   it   easier   to   live   in.   

Secondly,   England   is   an   island   country   with   a   strong   

navy   and   air   force   meaning   that   is   very   unlikely   to   get   

invaded   and   destroyed.   Finally,   England   is   a   democracy   

and   allows   for   you   to   have   a   lot   of   freedom   to   do   

whatever   you   want.   

First   of   all,   England   is   one   of   the   richest   

countries   in   the   world   and   its   Gdp   per   capita   (Gdp   per   

capita   is   the   average   amount   a   household   earns   per   year)   

is   $41,100   which   is   26th   in   the   world   making   England   

one   of   the   richest   countries   in   the   world   meaning   higher   

pay   and   a   better   chance   to   have   a   good   life.   

My   second   reason   why   England   is   a   better   place   to   live   in   

is   that   it   is   an   island   country   with   a   good   navy   and   air   

force   meaning   that   in   times   of   war   your   belongings   are   

very   unlikely   to   get   destroyed.   Compared   to   a   landlocked   

country   like   Switzerland   which   can   be   invaded   from   

anywhere,   England   is   very   safe.   My   final   reason   is   that   

England   is   a   democracy   that   allows   you   to   do   what   you   

want   and   gives   you   lots   of   freedom.   England,   unlike   most   

other   countries,   lets   you   do   whatever   you   want   without      
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the   fear   of   going   to   jail   and   being   killed.   That   is   why   I   

think   England   is   the   better   country   to   live   in.   

  

Switzerland     (William)   

Hello   everyone!   Today   is   going   to   be   a   great   day   

for   Switzerland   fans   because   Switzerland   has   been   chosen   

for…   - WORLD   CONFLICT-   

Anyway   let's   get   started!   First   off   Switzerland   is   a   

great   country   because   there   are   lovely   mountains   right   off   

your   doorstep   in   some   places!   You   can   ski,   snowboard,   

snow   tube   IN   THE   MIDDLE   OF   SUMMER!   Can   you   do   

THAT   in   England?   That's   what   I   thought.   

SWITZERLAND   FACTS:   

● Did   you   know   that   there   are   7,000   lakes   in   

Switzerland?   

● Switzerland   is   such   an   animal   loving   country   that   

a   dog   can   go   with   you   anywhere   and   there   are   

laws   that   claim   you   must   take   care   of   them   well.   

Ex   getting   them   

microchipped   and   

proper   exercise   

every   day!     

● Switzerland   also   

has   TONS   of   

delicious   gourmet   

chocolates   like   truffles   and   èclairs!   You   can   also   

live   in   nice   cities   and   suburban   areas!   

● Switzerland   has   wonderful   blue   lakes   from   all   the   

glacier   run-off   so   they   are   a   perfect   blue   color!   

So   those   are   just   a   few   reasons   why   you   should   visit   

Switzerland!   

Have   any   Ideas?   contact: w angj28@bcdschool.org    

  
    

  
  

    

  

  

  

  

Nice   Advice     by   Niceperson223   
  

          Hi   there!   Welcome   to   my   advice   article(s).   This   is   a   

safe   zone   for   all   your   worries   and   thoughts.   Each   week   I   

will   write   about   some   of   them   and   answer   them.   Don’t   

worry   your   name   won’t   be   on   it,   this   is   just   if   you   need   

help!   If   you   don’t   really   trust   me   that’s   fine   too.   This   is   a   

thing   for   people   to   share   thoughts   they   might   not   feel   

comfortable   telling   someone   in   person   or   telling   a   parent   

(since   I’m   anonymous).   Just   email   me   at   

niceadvice223@gmail.com .   Bye!   

  

In   The   World   of   Sports   (11.1)     
by   Keola   Appleton   and   Charlie   Schaffer     

  

          Hey   BVR   sport   fans,   another   week   is   over   and   let's   

update   you   on   all   of   the   games.   Last   Monday   in   one   of   

the   two   games   last   week   BVR   lost   2-1   in   a   close   game   

against   Park,   then   this   Monday   Lexington   Christian   is   

coming   to   BVR   to   face   MS   field   hockey   in   what   will   

surely   be   a   thrilling   game,   then   on   Tuesday   MS   flag   

football   went   to   The   Carroll   School   to   try   to   get   to   6-2,   

then   on   Wednesday   MS   volleyball   will   face   Windsor   in   

Gym   A,   also   on   Wednesday   MS   Cross   Country   had   a   

meet   at   Carroll   with   two   other   schools   participating   in   

the   meet.   Well   that's   all   for   this   week   thanks   for   reading   

this   week's   BVR   sports   article.   

  

Thunder   Escaping   
Chapter   7   -   Speaking   With   Water   
by   Quinn   Burke   

  

Thunder   stalked   through   the   sleeping   wolves,   

searching   for   the   shining   white   pelt   of   Moon.   He   spotted   

her,   her   glowing   snow-colored   fur   rippled   like   the   

surface   of   a   lake   in   the   breeze.     

He   padded   over,   careful   not   to   tread   on   any   tails.   

He   sat   down   beside   her   and   prodded   her   with   his   paw.     

She   stretched   her   legs   and   rolled   over   to   face   

him.   “Thunder,   what   is   it?”   she   yawned   quietly.     

mailto:niceadvice223@gmail.com
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             “Well,   I   wanted   to   ask   you   something,”   Thunder   

began   softly.   Moon   nodded.   “Jet   said   you   could   speak   

with   the   water   spirits,   why   didn’t   they   help   us   save   Mist   

in   the   river?”     

Moon   looked   away   quickly   but   Thunder   didn’t   

miss   the   extreme   emotions   that   flooded   them   when   he   

reminded   her   of   that   horrible   day.     

“Moon?   Are   you   alright?”     

“No!   I’m   not!”   she   snapped,   turning   to   look   at   

him,   her   large   blue   eyes   still   full   of   emotion   “I   was   scared,   

I   can’t   do   it!   I   thought   I   would   just   make   it   worse,   I’m   a   

coward   alright?”     

“You   are    not    a   coward,”   Thunder   said,   putting   his   

paw   on   hers.   “You   jumped   right   in   to   save   her,   I   don’t   care   

if   you   don’t   have   any   powers   at   all,   you   are   the   bravest   

wolf   I   have   ever   met.”     

Moon   contemplated   this   for   a   second   and   gave   

her   moonlight-dappled   pelt   a   shake.   “Will   you   help   me   

practice?”   Moon   asked   tentatively.    

“What   did   I   just   say?   You   don’t   need   to   be   

powerful,”     

“I   know,   I   know!   Still,   it   might…   come   in   handy,”   

“Alright,   let’s   go,”   Thunder   sighed,   getting   to   his   

paws.   Moon   got   up   after   him   and   they   walked   to   the   river   

together.   The   river   lapped   softly   at   the   banks,   sparkling   in   

the   moonlight.   It   seemed   to   be   full   of   stars.     

As   the   water   touched   his   paw   he   sprang   back   with   

a   yelp.     

Moon   planted   her   paws   and   squeezed   her   eyes   

shut.   The   calm   river’s   surface   began   to   ruffle.   Moon   

started   murmuring   to   herself.   The   slow-flowing   stream   

started   to   swirl   a   bit.     

Suddenly,   without   warning,   the   flow   sped   up   

rapidly,   Thunder   leapt   backward   as   the   river   tossed   up   a   

salty   spray.    Salty!     

“Moon!   Salt!   This   leads   to   the   ocean!”   He   

exclaimed.     

Moon’s   eyes   flew   open.   “Really?”   She   started   

bounding   along   the   bank   of   the   river.   Thunder   bounded   

after   her.   The   river,   which   was   flowing   smoothly   now,   led   

to   a   dark   cavern   that   led   into   the   mountain   side.   “Wow!”   

the   cave   echoed   her   words.     

“Do   you   know   what   this   means?”   Moon   gasped.   

“This   tunnel   is   a   shortcut   to   the   sea!”     

Thunder   was   frozen,   he   had   barely   heard   Moon’s   

words.   The   narrow   tunnel   leading   deeper   into   the   

mountain   side,   the   water   that   possibly   hid   a   strong   

current   under   the   gentle   surface.     

“Thunder?”   Her   words   seemed   distant.   

“Thunder!”   

“No,   no,   I   can't   do   that!   I’m   not   going   in   there!”   

Thunder   insisted.     

“It   might   be   the   only   way   out   if   there’s   a-”   

“FIRE!”   

  

Fashion!!!     by   Lay   Lay   and   Bee!   
  

HEY   GUYS   WERE   BACK!!!!   It’s   ya   girls   Lay   Lay   

and   Bee   those   girls   last   time   they   were   so   annoying.   How   

they   could   take   our   column,   how   rude,   but   we   are   back.  

And   I   would   like   to   say   that   winter   fashion   is   coming   up   

soon!!   And   we   are   going   to   start   talking   about   that   

because   YASSS   QUEEN   U   KNOW   WE   GET   EXCITED   

ABT   FASHION!!!!!!!!!!!   So   let's   talk   about   jackets!!!     

  

WOOHOO   JACKETS   YAY!   

  So   jackets   can   be   fashionable   but   you   have   to   

make   it   fashionable!   With   the   right   outfits   and   

everything!!   Like   Canada   Goose   

jackets   can   be   fashionable.   But   

you   would   have   to   get   one   with   

fur   on   the   brim   of   the   hood   and   it   

would   be   cropped   too!   

OBVIOUSLY   NOT   REAL   FUR   

THO   GUYS!!   And   you   can   get   

fancy   jackets   too!   It’s   a   good   idea   but   don’t   spend   a   lot   of   

money   on   a   jacket   that   you   are   probably   going   to   grow   

out   of   next   year.   You   can   get   cute   winter   coats   and   

jackets   for   not   so   much   money.   

  

BOOTS!!!   

Lol   nope!!   Snow   boots!!!   Snow   boots   can   be   so   

fashionable!!   You   can   get   some   with   fur   sticking   out   on   

the   brim   and   ones   with   buttons!   There   are   high   boots     
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and   cropped   boots   and   MONKEY   BOOTS!!!!   YASSSSS   

LOL!!!!!   

Okay   here   are   some   

Warm   cozy   and     

Cute   boot   brands!   

UGG,   SORREL,   

and   we   can't   forget…   

LL.BEAN!!!!!!!   WOOOOO   

GO   LL.BEAN   

YASSSSSSS!!!!!!   

LOLZ!   Anyway   you   want   a   boot   that   can   survive   crazy   

snow   conditions.   My   boots   last   year   were   bad   and   

couldn't   survive   the   snow   we   got   last   year   which   was   a   lot   

of   snow.   So   ya.     

  

SWEATSHIRTS!!!!!   

Okay,   in   the   last   few   years   sweatshirts   have   been   

too   popular!!!   Especially   big   ones!   Now   you   can   get   just   

plain   gray   sweatshirts   or   ones   with   your   fav   movie   

characters   and   restaurants   and   school   and   just   

everything!!!   For   this   winter   i   think   we   should   go   with   the   

most   color   ever!!!   Since   last   winter   was   so   cold   and   gray   

and   full   of   snow   we   should   celebrate   that   covid   is   getting   

better   and   that   we   will   make   it   through   this   hard   cold   

winter!!   And    I   think   a   way   of   showing    pride   and   

resilience   is   by   wearing   colorful   things   to   lift   everybody   

up!!   Not   blending   into   the   gray   winter   we   have.   So   this   

year,   for   the   sake   of   getting   past   this   gray   cold   winter,   we   

should   push   through   with   color   and   happiness!   You   

know,   make   it   a   cool   new   trend!   So   that's   a   cool   winter   

idea   for   sweatshirts.   

OMG   THANKS   SO   MUCH   FOR   READING!!!   IF   

YOU   WANT   TO   HELP   MAKE   THIS   A   COLORFUL   

WINTER   JOIN   THE   NEW   COLOR   TREND.   

  

    

  
  
  

  
  
  

  
   

  
  
  

  

    


